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SPORTS + Ahistorical look at Eastern rugby: page 12

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. "
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14
2004

thedailyeastemnews.com

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Looking
for more

"I'm out there for one
reason and that's to be
there for the students."
ROGER KRATOCHVIl,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBER

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

SOFF organizer:
'We still need 200
volunteers'

An honor

to serve
Eastern

BY AMY SIMPSON

New board member
happy to help the
univer sity he loves

STAFF WRITER

BY ASHlEY RUEFF
STAFF WRITER

Roger Kratochvil, one of three new
members on Eastern's Board of
Trustees, brings a background in education and an old love for Eastern to
his new position.
Kratochvil graduated from Eastern
in 1960.
"It was a very, very good experience," Kratochvil said.
He came from a family of coal miners, but decided not to keep his family tradition. Kratochvil became a student at Eastern in 1956. He was originally from a small town and he said
to him, Eastern was big.
"When I was at Eastern I learned
hard work," Kratochvil said. He kept
himself busy by studying, working
and being a member of Eastern's baseball team. He was in the Letterman's
Club and served as president of
Douglas Hall his senior year.
"The outstanding part of Eastern
was I got to become my own person,
I really loved it," Kratochvil said.
Majoring in education, Kratochvil
went on to teach history at Mount
Olive H igh School for 24 years.
"Being a teacher appealed to me,"
Kratochvil said.
In 1984, he became Mount Olive's
principal, and retired I 0 years later.
Kratochvil holds a master's degree for
secondary education in history and a
master's degree for education administration.
He keeps busy with his involvement in governmental and community organizations. In the past, he served
as Treasurer for the city of Mount
Olive. Kratochvil serves as president
of the Academic Foundation, commissioner for Macoupin County
Housing Authority and president of
the Zion Lutheran Church's !50th
Anniversary Celebration. He also volunteers for Meals on Wheels and
serves as a scout for the St. Louis
Cardinals.
SEE KRATOC H V IL PAGE 7

STEP HEN H AAS/THE D\ILY EASTERN NEWS

David Biggs, of Sullivan, enjoys the mechanical bull ride at last year's Special Olympics Family
Festival at Lake Land College in MaHoon. Event organizers said an average of 600 Eastern students participate each year, which make up over half of the volunteers.

The 2004 Special Olympics Family Festival is approaching, but more Eastern workers are crucial to its success.
"We still need 200 volunby Saturday, and I'm
teers
SOFF
worried we'll be short of
+What: Special
help," said Kathlene Shank,
O lympics Family
Eastern's volunteer coordinaFestival
tor.
Students can sign up at
+When: Saturday
orientation, which is 6 p.m.
+ Where: Lake
tonight in Buzzard Hall
Land College,
Auditorium, but they have
Mattoon
until Saturday morning to
+ How: Individuals
register, Shank said.
T he orientation, which is
can volunteer at an
held
to emphasize the necesorientation session
sity
of
student involvement,
at 6 p.m. in
go
over directions and
will
Buzzard Hall
plarmed at Lake
the
events
Auditorium.
Land College for Saturday,
Sept. 18. Volunteers will also
see a video of last year's festival.
Sarah Greider, SOFF manpower chairperson, said this is
SEE LOO KING PAGE 7

ASSAULT WEAPONS BAN

Debate fired up, but not sales
Kerry chides Bush on issue
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - Sen. John
Kerry sought to make President
Bush pay a political price Monday
for the expiration of a pattial assault
weapons ban, but other Democrats
reacted warily on an issue that has
hurt the party in recent elections.
"George Bush made a choice
today. He chose his powerful friends
in the gun lobby over the police officers and the families he promised to
protect," the Democratic presidential candidate said a few hours after
the end of a decade-old ban on 19
types of military-style weapons.
Half a continent away, the issue
seemed different to Democratic
Rep. Brad Carson of Oklahoma, a
key figure in his party's drive to gain

a Senate majority this fall.
"He opposes reauthorization of
the assault weapons ban," said
spokesman Kristopher Eisenla. "He
is a champion and a supporter of
gun owners rights."
The party's divisions were on display in the House, as well. T here,
Rep. Carolyn McCarthy, D-N.Y.,
and others called for a new ban at a
news conference that none of the
party's top congressional leaders
attended.
"It's an issue that cuts both ways,"
said Brendan Daly, a spokesman for
House Democratic leader Nancy
Pelosi. The California lawmaker
supports the ban but has not made
its extension a priority.
SEE KER RY PAGE 7

Gun sellers expect no difference
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

C HICAGO - The U.S. ban on
assault weapons is ending not with
a bang but a whimper, say gun sellers and manufacturers who expect
no noticeable effect on their business.

"We're certainly not waving our
hands and dancing in the streets
about it," said Mark Westrom,
owner of firearms manufacturer
ArmaLite Inc.
The decade-long federal ban on
assault weapons expired Monday.
The law had outlawed 19 types of
military-style assault weapons,
banned certain features on firearms
such as bayonet mounts and limited ammunition magazines to 10
rounds.

ArmaLite, based in Geneseo, is
set to quickly fill orders for 30round magazines. It will take longer
for the company to produce and
ship rifles that contain features the
act banned, Westrom said.
Even so, the refitted rifles appeal
mainly to collectors, not the
hunters and target shooters that
account for a good portion of
ArmaLite's business, Westrom said.
T he real buying spree was a decade
ago, when people bought up
firearms that a grandfather clause in
the act allowed to remain on the
market legally even after the ban
took effect, he said.
"The thought that people are
lined up around the block or that
guns are going to flood the streets,
that's nonsense," Westrom said.
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LIGHT FROM ABOVE

AROUND
ILLINOIS
CAMPUSES

WTF?

'Batman' climbs
royal domicile

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Resolution aims for
diversity commitment
The Faculty Senate may join the ongoing oontrover-

sy surrounding divisive comments made about gays
through a proposal they hope will help mend fences.
"My motive was to develop a statement that reaffirmed the faculty and Faculty Senate's oommitment to
creating a safe environment for all faculty, staff and students," said the resolution's author, Robert Benford, a
senator from the College of Liberal Arts.
The senate will vote on a resolution during its meeting Tuesday. The proposal is designed to reiterate SIUC
faculty's belief in equal opportunity for any race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, age disability, sexual orientation or marital status.
READ MORE AT WWW, OA ILYE G YP TIAN.COM

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

TAILGATING FOR DOLLARS
Former NIU offensive tackle Dale Berman has tailgated outside the west end ofH uskie Stadium for every
home game since he graduated in 1960.
Berman makes a $1,000 yearly contribution to N IU
to park his van and drink beer, eat food - including a
complete shrimp platter - and enjoy the sunny day
under a tent before Saturday football games, he said.
The price for his coveted spot dwarfed the $25
H uskie Club car passes NIU administrators mandated
for tailgating parking spaces this year.
The change sent whole groups ofstudents rallying for
money for single cars and single parking passes.
READ NOREAT WWW, N O RTH ERNS TA R. I NF O

j OS H REELEY/THEDALYEASlERN NEWS

Todd Tomason of the renovation and alteration shop installs new lights in the south tower of
Taylor Hall, Monday afternoon.

IDN DON (AP)- Holy intmder!A
protester dressed in a Batman oostume
scaled the front wall of Buckingham
Palace on Monday and perched for
more than five hours on a ledge near
the baloony where the royal family
appears on ceremonial occasions.
Two police officers in a cherry-picker crane removed the protester, Jason
H atch, from the ledge at about 7:15
p.m., 5 1/2 hours after he climbed up.
His Batman mask removed and a
white helmet placed on his head, he
waved and clapped as the crane lowered him to the ground.
H atch, 33, from Gloucester, is a
member of the Fathers 4 Justice
group, which is campaigning for
greater custody rights for divorced or
separated fathers and has staged a
number of prominent stunts to promote their cause.
No member of the royal family was
at the palace Monday. Queen
Elizabeth II was at her Balmoral residence in Soocland.
Police were stung by the apparent
ease with which H atch climbed up to
his perch. Asked if the breach was
embarrassing for authorities, Sir John
Stevens,
Metropolitan
Police
Commissioner, replied, 'There's no
doubt it is. I've asked for a full report
as soon as possible on my desk tomorrow morning. We've got to resolve the
situation."

SIU EDWARDSVILLE

COUNTING
DOWN

NON-TENURE FACULTY COULD UNIONIZE

ONLINE POLL

Non-tenure track faculty members will soon have an
opportunity to vote whether to have union representation.
The Illinois Education Association has stepped in to
offer non-tenure track faculty union representation at
SlUE. The lEA's primary issues are to promote job
security and increase salary.
The vote for non-tenure track faculty members to
join lEA will be later this month.
There are about 300 non-tenure track faculty members at SlUE, which includes lecturers and instmctors.
Lecturers have oontracrs that go from semester to
semester, whereas instructors have contracts that are
yearly.

This week we ask our readers how they think Eastern's football team will fare this season, in light of their overtime
loss to Indiana State University Sycamores.

READ MORE AT WWW, THE ALE STLE .COM

A) They only lost by a field goal. The team fought hard and should rebound to have a successful season.
B) If they can't beat the SUCK a mores, they won't finish above .500.
C) I can't wait until Panther basketball starts.
D) It's just a bump in the road to an Ohio Valley Conference championship title.
VOTE @ THEDAILYEASTERNN EWS.COM

WORD
DU JOUR

TODAY'S EVENTS
" W OM EN IN P O LITICS IN lATIN AMERI CA"

4 P.M.

philanthropy:

CHARLESTON/M ATTOON R OOM OF T H E U NION

good will to fellow
men; especially an
active efbrt to
promote human
welfare

A lecture by Eastern political science professor Lilian Barria.
4

" G ETTING ON C OURSE"

P.AI.

9TH S TREET H ALL, R OOM

2016

Helping students realize their potential during their college life.

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the

students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

4

Days unti I the
Special Olympics
Family Festival.

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
oontact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheir@yahoo.oom.
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Radio station
presents new
format to
Faculty Senate
BY

jENNIFER PERYAM

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

STE P HEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

City Council member Larry Rennels asks questions during a Charleston City Council meeting earlier this year at City Hall. Along with
being a city council member, Rennels owns and operates a small business in Charleston.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Rennels stays involved
to better Charleston
BY

jESSICA YouNGS

CITY EDITOR

Small business owner Larry Rennels
knows the meaning of hard work. As a city
council member of almost seven years and
the owner of family-run Rennels TV &
Appliances, he keeps busy.
"Since I have two jobs, I don't have much
free time," Rennels said. "What free time I
have is mostly spent with family and relaxing at home on the Internet, in front of the
TV or in the hot tub."
As a merchant he sells, services and
installs TVs, major household appliances
and satellite receivers to the community, he
said.
Rennels has been the owner of his shop
on Lincoln Avenue for 24 years. His father
ran it for 21 years before him.
In addition to supplying Charleston with
working appliances, Rennels serves many
hours each week as a city council member
where he "participate(s) in making policies
concerning the operation and direction of
the city government."
"Some of the things that I have been
involved with that directly affect Eastern
have been helping to start the Panther

"I decided to run for city council because I wanted to do
whatever I could to make Charleston the best it can be and
because I really enjoy helping people."
lARRY RENNELS, CITY COUNCil MEMBER AND SMAll BUSINESS OWNER

Express, installing traffic warning lights on
Fourth Street at the crosswalks, lowering
the speed limit and installing a three-way
stop at Seventh Street and Roosevelt
Avenue," he said.
Commissioner Lorelei Sims said that she
respects Rennels because they are both
small business owners. The two most outspoken council members at first glance
actually have a lot in common, Sims said
she found out during her first term.
"Just these past three years, knowing
(Rennels) and knowing that he is an independent owned business man, he and I
share a lot of the same attention to detail
and when it comes to the city government
that attention goes to our researching ordinance, resolutions and law," she said.
"Both of us are really good at researching
the law."
Rennels said that being a commissioner
and affecting people is a hard job because
sometimes he has to make a decision or

vote for a policy that is in the best interest
of the community as a whole but disappoints one individual or one group. Still, he
said, he enjoys solving a problem or resolving an issue for residents.
"I decided to run for city council because
I wanted to do whatever I could to make
Charleston the best it can be and because I
really enjoy helping people," he said.
Rennels, however, did not plan to be a
small business owner like his father, or serve
in city government.
After he graduated from Rose-H ulman
Institute ofTechnology and his wife graduated from St. Mary of the Woods
College, both in Terre H aute, Rennels
worked for Motorola Inc. for 11 years as
an engineering and engineer manager. But
when the couple decided that they wanted
to have children, they moved back to
Charleston so the children could grow up
in this small town and get to know their
grandparents.

A discussion with the president's council and a new radio
format directed toward Charleston residents will be discussed at Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
"The president's council deals with budgets, institutional priorities, spending of funds, and the well being and condition of the university," said Faculty Senate Chair David
Carpenter.
The president's council consists of
President Lou Hencken, Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Blair Lord, Vice President for Business
Affairs Jeff Cooley, Vice President for
Student Affairs Shirley Stewart and Vice
President for External Relations Jill
Nilsen.
RICK SAilORS
"The discussion will give the president an opportunity to make opening
remarks to the faculty senate and then there will be an open
discussion period," Nilsen said.
"President H encken tries to make himself available to
the campus governing bodies as the year starts to keep lines
of communication open," Lord said.
The Faculty Senate will also hear a presentation about a
new radio format from Jeff Owens, FM director at WEIU,
and Rick Sailors, director of the radio and television station
at Eastern.
WEIU 88.9 has changed its play list to "Hit-Mix" from
the "1950s to today" in order to reach a broader community and prepare disk jockeys for jobs in corporate media.
"The music change is secondary; the main goal of the
change is to serve Charleston with a radio station," Sailors
said. The ''Hit-Mix" will be music that the community will
recognize and relate to, he said. The former format catered
to student's interests by playing jazz, rock and hip-hop.
The station will air Monday through Friday from 6-9
a.m. and will broadcast a program tided "Wake Up
Charleston'' where interviews with town officials such as
the mayor, chief of police and high school principals would
be conducted on air, Sailors said.
"Our goal is to get the community involved by launching a whole new level of service," he said. The ''Hit-Mix"
would go on during the day playing music more for the
office setting, Sailors said.
From 10 p.m. -2 a.m. there would be a gentler music
format program tided "Lights out Charleston." Sundays
would consist of folk music, musicals, variety shows and
80's music at 8 p.m. From 10 p.m.-midnight would be set
aside for regional bands to play their music, and area rock
bands would be fostered to, Sailors said.
The Faculty Senate will meet at 2 p.m. in Booth Library
Conference Room 4440.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY DAVID THILL

Shame may work,
but to what extent?

AARON
SEI D LI TZ
JUNIOR JOURNALSIM
MAJOR

Seidlitz is sports
editor and a
semi-monthly
columnist for
The Daily Eastern
News.

T here has been a growing trend in certain states to
punish people by works of shame rather than the normalletters of the law.
Instead of paying a fine for certain crimes or spending time in jail, those convicred of a crime pay up by
wearing a sign of some sort that explains the terms of
exactly what they were convicted of.
T he idea of shaming basically vanished after colonial times, but is now re-emerging in an effurt to
instill the basic feeling of shame in connection to
crimes that are deemed extremely embarrassing and
unfortunate in the view of society.
Such signs as "I am a convicted drunk driver and as
a result, I took a life," have been seen as punishment
for those convicted. But what exactly is accomplished
by punishing convicred criminals this way? T hey
might learn their lesson for the moment, but after that
moment they are characterized in their community as
the face of that crime.
When the issue is drunk driving and potentially
killing a person or buying drugs the public is notified
about that one person and the crimes he or she have
committed. Nothing more could be much more cruel
or unusual, considering that one person is being saddled as the face of that crime.
Sure, it may work and change that person's mind set
for the moment, or maybe, if successful enough, the
rest of that person's life. H owever, shaming that one person does not account for
the faceless many who just simply pay a
fine or less-simply spend some time in
jail.
For those people, unlike those who are
shamed, they get to go through the normal process in which they have to go to
jail and live with the result once they get
out. T hey are probably embarrassed and
will have a tough time readjusting to real
life and trying to make a living, but at
least they haven't become the face for all
that is wrong with whatever crime they
may have committed.
T hose who go through the shaming process still
struggle with the same issues that those who go to jail
do. Possible employers still see the blemishes on that
person's records and exactly what they did wrong, so
the chances of them getting a job are still seriously
hindered. So it doesn't seem to make much sense to
make one person in parricular go through a serious
day of extremely isolated shame.
T hat person walks up and down a public street
with their badge ofshame hanging around their neck,
or they have their picture posted under a label on a
subway and are immediately associated by those who
see it as that crime.
Initial judgment doesn't leave room for living that
down, no matter how hard a person tries to change.
But if a person goes into prison and comes out, they
are expected to get another chance from those who are
making the decision.
T he possibility of more wrong things happening
also sneaks into the equation. Considering that some
may seriously have something against those who are
being spotlighted for that crime, drastic measurers
may be taken in response to the anger associated with
that crime.
It could cause more violence, and do more harm
than good anyway. But, overall, it just seems like the
entire process of shaming somebody is outdated and
unusually cruel to that one person.
Because that person or persons has been convicred
of the crime they have committed, they still should
not be the only one associated with the crime at hand.

"Initial judgment
doesn't leave room
for living that down,
no maHer how hard
a person tries to
change."

EDITORIAL

Diversity in celebration
Students time in college is meant for learning and expanding their horizons. Many
assume this learning is confined to classes,
projects and tests, but that is not were educational opportunities on campus end.

increasing diversity.

At issue
Latin American
Heritage month
kicks off this
week.

knowledge. These outlets are in the residence
halls, recognized srudent organizations and
events held on campus.
In the upcoming weeks, srudents are confronted with the perfect time to take advan-

make an effort to attend these events and learn
about Latino heritage. With the campus population being predominately white, the upcoming
weeks are an excellent chance for those srudents

Students on a college campus like Eastern
are surrounded withoutlets to acquire new

Members of the campus community should

Our stance
Students should
take advantage
of this
opportunity to
broaden their
cultural
horizons.

tage of the extracurricular learning opportunities on campus.

to learn about a different culrure firsthand.
The next event of the celebration, tango lessons taught by Eastern Spanish instructor Vanesa
Landrus, is scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday in the
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Members of Eastern's community should continue to expand their learning beyond the class

Latino H eritage Celebration began this past

throughout the school year. After Latino

Sunday with its annual Latino H eritage Banquet and

H eritage Celebration, several other groups on campus

continues through October 21. The celebration includes

will host events to educate the public about different cui-

lecrures, movies, dance lessons, a comedian, a panel dis-

cures. Srudents especially should seize these opportunities

cussion and other events.

so they will get the more out of their college education

Eastern has made a point of promoting diversity on

than what they learned in the classroom.

campus and the best way to do so is to encourage srudents, faculty and staff to learn about different cultures.
Events like Latino H eritage Celebration provide an excellent service for the university to accomplish its goals of

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The staff at The Daily Eastern
News wants to know what students
think about current events, campus issues, college living and anything else students would like to
address.

COLUMNISTS NEEDED
H ave an opinion? We want to

hear it! The Daily Eastern News is
looking for students interested in
voicing opinions on campus, state,
national and international issues
through columns. The News
reserves the Wednesday guest column spot for students, faculty and
members of the community. Guest
columns should be a minimum of
525 words.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

CARTOONISTS WANTED
T he News is interested in
recruiting cartoonists that display
artistic ability, particularly caricatures and tasteful humor as well as
address campus issues.
Columns, cartoons and letters
can be submitted at room 1811 of
Buzzard H all.

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581 -2923; ore-mailed to
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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Capture the flag captures attention
University Board hopes to
make game an annual event
8v DoMINIQUE BROWN
STAFF WRITER

University Board's special events
committee had their first game of capture the flag Monday.
Allison Ladisich, a member of the
committee, suggested that UB sponsor the game fur all students after she
played it last year with some of the residents ofTaylor Hall.
"We had a blast at Taylor Hall last
year, so I suggested it to the special
events committee," Ladisich said.
'~d if it goes well tonight then we
will make it an annual thing on campus."
In the game there are two teams
with the same amount of people.
Each team has a different color flag to
hide from the opposing team.
After the flags are hidden, team
members compete to steal the opponent's flag first.
"It's not as easy as it sounds,"
Ladisich said.
If a team member is caught while
running on the opposite team's side,
the member is placed in jail until

rescued by a team member. If all
team members are caught by the
opposing team, the whole team will
be sent to jail and will lose the
game. T here is no time limit to the
game.
"The winning team gets personal
satisfaction as their prize," said Amy
Durbin, a special events committee
member.
In Monday's game every player had
to sign a UB liability form. The form
states "Eastern Illinois University is
not reliable for any accidents that may
happen while you participate in these
activities."
"I've never played before and I'm
super
excited,"
said
Ingrid
McCallister, a special education
maJor.
The game began at 7:40 p.m. and
lasted for 20 minutes with six people
on each team. One team wore black
bandanas while the other team wore
white bandanas.
Within 20 minutes, running,
laughing and screaming were heard
on the trail south of Coaches
Stadium.

Z AC CALVERT/THE DAILY EASTERN NEINS

Allison Ladisich, a junior finance major, explains the rules of capture the flag as part of an event sponsored by the
University Board's special events committee.
"Oh my God, I can't do this, I'm
getting too scared," was just one of
the many things yelled during the
game.

The black team had a victory after
minutes of running and capturing
their opponents.
Mter the first game ended,

everyone quit and gathered around
the picnic tables by the campus
pond, where they drank Pepsi and
ate snacks.

Seminar to prepare fresbmen for spring registration
BY liNDSEY D UNTON
ACTIVITIES REPORTER

"Students who are
undeclared but
thinking about a
certain major are
invited too."
jULIE STERLING, ACADEMIC ADVISER

T he Academic Advising
Center will be hosting a presentation Tuesday for freshmen
with declared majors.
T he semmar, "Freshmen
with Declared Majors: Get
Ready for Spring '05 Class
Registration," will provide
freshmen with important
information about registering
for spring classes.
Students will also be updat-

ed on the advising process and
introduced to useful Web sites
for their chosen major. In
addition, academic advisers
will be available to answer any
questions that students might
have.
"This program is to help
students get ready to register
for spring semester," said Julie
Sterling, an academic adviser.
"We will divide students by
their major and put them with
an adviser who will teach them
about registering, sequencing

and having all their reqwrements completed.
"Students attending the
program will need to bring
their EIU catalog in order to
take a look at the general education classes required for their
major," she said.
This year, two counselors
from career service will be in
attendance to talk to students
about how career service
works and give them a brief
introduction about their
field.

IW" Movies with Magic
ft. www.kerasotes.com
WILL ROGERS THEATRE
Downtown Charleston • 345-9222

$J.00 ALL EVENING SHOWS :J
Only $2.50 All Shows Before 6 pm
HERO {PG·13) DAILY 7:00
PRINCESS DIARIES 2: ROYAL
ENGAGEMENT {G) DAILY 6:45
SHOWPLACE

8

MATTOON

Off Rt.16, East of 1-57 by Carle Clinic
MATTOON: 234-8898
•
CHARLESTON:348-8884 ~ ~

$4.75

-~

~~\

Get Ready for Spring 'OS
Class Registration"

+When: Tuesday at
6:30p.m.

+ Where: Charleston
Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union

MJICftf'
~ -

TJ~

....
..........................................................................
*All 80's All Night*

All Shows Before 6 pm

1305 UJDlcoRlDl Ave
2 17-345- 6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam llam
Weekends Sam 12pm

RESIDENT EVIL: APOCALYPSE(R) Daily 5:00,
73l,9:50
WICKER PARK (PG-1 3) Daily 4:15,6:45,9:20

Euchre8pm
Poo19pm

+What "Freshmen
with Declared Majors:

$250 Malibu Mixers
$8°0 Domestic Buckets

PAPARAZZI (PG-13) Daily 4:45, 7:15,9:30

$15° Captain &... Bacardis

Advising Center

ISIIl~IJ •o~s

CELLULAR(PG-1 3) Daily 4:30, 7:00, 9:40

WITHOUTA PADDLE (PG·13) Daily 5:15,
7:45, 10:00

Tuesday

+Who: Academic

.........................................................................

Ad vance nclcet Sales Available

on the square

Affention Freshmen

Career Service counselors
will also give students information on the job outlook for
their chosen major.
"Students who are undeclared but thinking about a
certain major are invited too,"
Sterling said. "We will go over
the admissions process with
them and the required classes."
The seminar will begin at
6:30 p.m. Tuesday m the
Charleston Room of the
Martin Luther King ]r.
University Union.

Student Publicatio ns
is selling boxes for
75 cents. Get :~......
while they I~

Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 2 biscuits
Every
Tuesday
llam- 8pm

FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks/
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Oprah Winfrey
surprises audience
with new Pontiacs
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO - Talk show host
Oprah Winfrey celebrated the premiere of her 19th season Monday by
surprising each of her 276 audience
members with a new car.
"We're calling this our wildest
dream season, because this year on
the Oprah show, no dream is too
wild, no surprise too impossible to
pull off," Winfrey said on the show
that was taped Thursday and aired
Monday.
Making sure the audience was kept
in suspense, Winfrey opened the show
by calling 11 audience members onto
the stage. She gave each of them a car
- a Pontiac G6.
She then had gift boxes distributed
to the rest of the audience and said
one of the boxes contained keys to a
12th car. But when the audience
members opened the boxes, each had
a set of keys.
"Everybody gets a car! Everybody
gets a car! Everybody gets a car!"
Winfrey yelled as she jumped up and
down on the stage.
The audience members screamed,
cried and hugged each other - then
followed Winfrey out to the parking
lot of her Harpo Studios to see their
Pontiacs, all decorated with giant red
bows.

One woman stepped up onto the
frame of a driver's side door, put her
head on the roof and hugged the vehicle.
The cars, which retail for $28,400
fully loaded with options, were donated by Pontiac.
''A little idea grew into a big idea,"
Mary Henige of Pontiac told The
Associated Press.
She added that Pontiac will pay for
the taxes and the customizing of the
cars.

Winfrey said the audience members were chosen because their friends
or family had written to the show
about their need for a new car. One
woman's young son said she drove a
car that "looks like she got into a gunfight"; another couple had almost
400,000 miles on their rwo vehicles.
In other segments on the show,
Winfrey surprised a 20-year-old girl
who had spent years in foster care and
homeless shelters with a four-year college scholarship, a makeover and
$10,000 in clothes.
And a family with eight foster children who were going to be kicked out of
the house they were renting were given
$130,000 to buy and repair the home.
"The Oprah Winfrey Show,"
which debuted in 1986, is syndicated
to 212 domestic markets and 109
countries.

It's your future. It's a tool of the past. It's competition.
It's stress management. It's knowledge.
It's an art. It's a reproduction.

0
•
••
•
••
•• •• •• •••••
•
$1 Drafts
$5 Pitchers of Miller Lite

$2 Corona's

\.IER' . .

-NOCO~

·

We Want
You ...
What do you see? Every day, The New York Times helps you see the world around
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at
a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call 1-888-NYT-COLL and
mention media code S84AJ. Or visit nytimes.com/student. THE NEW YORK TIMES.

to advertise in ••••••••••••••••••
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:•
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LOOKING:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

the 21st year of the noncompetitive
Special Olympics, and Shank added
that Eastern has participated all 21
years.
Eastern has provided an average of
600 student-voltmteers each year for
the event, Shank said; this is over halfof
the "Friend fur a Day" volunteers worl<ingatSOFF.
Voltmteers can expect to be matched
up with an olympian with regard to the
needs and requests of both participants.
Consolidated Commtmications,
the event sponsor, provides food and
drink throughout the day fur nearly

Meredith Webb,
an education
major at
Southern Illinois
University, dances
with Mary Limes
of Prairie Estates
at last year's
Special Olympics
Family Festival.
3,500 participants including preparation volunteers, the "Friend for a Day''
voltmteers and the olympians. Free
popcorn and soda are also available all
day.

KERRY:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

Under her leadership, minority Democrats have
worked to furce eight pieces of legislation to the
floor in the past two years, including one relating
to electricity reliability. But because there is no caucus consensus on the weapons ban, Daly said, it is
not among the eight.
"It's a shame that they're not as active as we'd
like them to be on this, but the NRA's history on
this speaks for itself," said Rob Recklaus, a
spokesman for McCarthy.
"It takes a lot of political courage to take them
on," he said of the well-funded National Rifle
Association, which has opposed extending the ban.
Democratic strategists have worried for more
than a decade over being perceived as the party of
gun control, however popular the issue is in urban

"It's a feel good thing - like a huge
carnival," Shank said. "The olympians
have fun, and the college srudents realize that people with disabilities are just
people.

and suburban areas.
A decade ago, some Democrats concluded that
a vote on gun control legislation played a part in
their loss of the House in the 1994 elections.
Five years ago, then-Vice President AI Gore cast
the tie-breaking vote in the Senate in favor of a
provision requiring background checks for all
firearms transactions at gun shows and pawn
shops.
Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., later predicted it
would cost Gore in several border states, and GOP
aides said at the time they had maneuvered the
vice president into the vote. Some Democrats concurred that Gore's high-profile support for gun
control played a role in his narrow defeat in the
race for the White House.
Not all Democrats in Southern or Western
states or House districts oppose the ban - just as
some moderate Republicans favor a new one.

PAGE

"(The experience) also causes srudents to be thankful for the abilities
they often take fur granted," she
added.
Volunteer forms may be picked up
at Tuesday's orientation and at 1212
Buzzard HalL
Ken Hoving, a senior special education major, volunteered as head of
security for the 2003 SOFF, and said
he loved the experience.
Hoving said many families of
olympians and Eastern faculty members attended the festivaL
"SOFF is something everyone
should try; it's an experience you'll
never furget," Hoving said. '1 guarantee you'll want to go back next year."

"I side with law enforcement, police chiefs,
police officers and the sheriffs in supporting the
ban," said Paul Babbitt, running against first-term
GOP Rep. Rick Renzi in a sprawling Arizona district.
Babbitt said he has a hunting license and is
teaching his 15-year-old son to hunt, but added
the assault weapons ban "is a very commonsense
safety issue."
Nick Clooney, a Democrat running fur an open
seat in conservative, rural Kenrucky, was less definitive.
"I support President Bush's position," he said
through an aide.
Not many Democrats will admit to that, particularly since Kerry accuses Bush of double-dealing.
Bush has long said he supports an extension.
But he did nothing in public to pry one out of the
GOP-controlled Congress.
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KRATOCHVILL:
CONriNUED FROM PACE 1

"One highlight of my life was
being inducted into the Illinois High
School Coaches H all of Fame,"
Kratochvil said. Baseball is a big part
of his background. He coached baseball at Mount Olive High School and
was inducted into the Hall of Fame in
1981.
In 1998, he was inducted into
Eastern lllinois University's Athletic
Hall of Fame.
Kratochvil said qualities he will
bring to The Board ofTmstees are his
knowledge, educational background
and experience.
''Most of my life, I've been involved
with institutional learning," he said.
Kratochvil has worked with students
and he knows how to commtmicate
with them.
''Kratochvil seems to be very enthusiastic and willing to work with the
other board members," said Nate
Anderson, chair of the Board of
Trustees.
Before being appointed to the
Board ofTmstees, Kratochvil had said
if the opporrunity ever arose to be a
member of the Board of Trustees, he
would love to be involved. He is very
appreciative of Gov. Rod Blagojevich
for appointing him to the board.
"Trusteeship for Eastern, in my
judgment, is quite an honor,"
Kratochvil said.
'Tm out there for one reason and
that's to be there for the srudents."

Online

$

OCfllll I"
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hy settle for dial-up or cable modem when
you have super high-speed Online DSL for
just $26.95 per month? That's broadband at a price
that won't break the bank- less than $1 a day!
• Up to 7 times faster than dial-up with
384 Kbps speed
• Always connected-no need to log on
• Works on your existing phone linesurf and talk at the same time
• Free modem, installation kit-no start up costs

Call today! 1 800 553 9981

Consolidated®
communications
www.consolidated.com
Offer available only to residential customers. Faster speeds also available. DSL not available in all areas.
Taxes and fees assessed by government entities not included.
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

LOST & FOUND

FOR SALE

for

Affordab le, spacious. 1 BR On

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

Currently available a 1 bedroom

1991 Buick Park Ave.

Telemarketing Reps. $7/hr +

the square. $299, includes heat,

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR

opening in a 3 bedroom apart

OBO.

commissions

gas, water, trash.

FALL 04 05. PLENTY OF OFF

ment. apartment is furnished, on

shape. Phone (2 1 7} 345 5573.

STREET PARKING, WATER AND

campus,

TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345

owned parking and laundry

1266

faci lities included, trash paid,

P T

Afternoons/Evenings Great

2171. 9 am

Dave 345

11 am

Opportunity! Apply TODAY at
CONSOLIDATED

00

$1,300

3.8 automatic.

very clean, locall y

Good

SPRING BREAK w/ BIANCHI
ROSSI TOURS! The BEST Spring
Break under the sun! Acapulco,

9117

Va llarta, Mazathlan, Cancun &
Cabo.

ROOMMATES

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM apt 1542

RESPONSE. 700 Lincoln Ave,

4th, across from campus. Very nice,

00

currently renting to 2 females

Charleston. PH 21 7 639 1135.

central air, rent includes parking +

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

needing a roommate please call

Roommate needed. Fall and/or

(800)

trash pick up. No pets $490/mo.

BR apts. available for second

348 0673 and leave a message.

Spring.

www.bianchirossi .com

345 7286. Williams Rentals.

semester. Call 345 6000

9115
Bartender needed at ICY MUG.
Must be available 3 8 p.m. M

00

00

00

TH and some nights/weekends.

Large 2 bedroom apt at 111

Newly remodeled two bedroom

Must be 21. Apply within, across

Grant, across from Rec Center,

apartments comp lexly furnished,

from fairgrounds.

MEALS

Book by Oct. 31, FREE

MARKET

Own

washer/dryer,

bedroom,
DSL,

FREE

DRINKS!

875 4525

$265

Negotiable. Call Melissa 549

FOR SALE

and

Organize a group, GO FREE!

9117
Spring Break 20056 with STS

4673

Americas # 1 student tour opera
9120

tor. Call for group discounts.

centra l air, off street parking,

parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast

Car

for sale.

Roommate needed to share

Info/Reservations

9115

very nice. No pets. $300/mo

internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th

Kenwood TV/DVD. 2 JL audio

house w/male EIU Students.

4849 www.ststravel.com

Independent Beauty Consultants

each for 2 people. 345 7286.

St. 235 0405 or 317 3085.

amps.

Needed.

Wi lliams Renta ls.

Free Product.

Make

00

Money. Sign up today. Call 618
553 5662 for more information.
9117
Brian's Place Night Club needs

BR

furnished

Mattoon. 234 4151

FOR RENT

Rooms for rent. Two guys need

Plus more. Priced to sell. Call

three roommates. House west of

348 5385 for detai ls.

square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone
345 9665

2

BR

apt

subs.

00
stove/fridge, water and trash

Spacious
9117

Earthquake

Kenwood mids. Rockford tweets.

w/CA,

paid. 345 5088.

part time D.). No exp. nee.

audio system

9116

00

able.

All home games.

$55

each. F.V. ca ll 273 33 11

w/CA,

VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas

stove/fridge, water and trash

ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart

paid. 345 5088.

ments,three bedroom house. All

A.K.C. Reg. Lab. Pups. 8 wks

within two blocks of campus.

old. 1st shots and wormed.

Call 348 0006 or 549 5593

Great Pet's. $200 21 7 923 3520

00
www.jwi ll iamsrenta l s.com

Efficiency close to campus all

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR

utilities paid no smoking no pets,

NEXT APARTMENT.

call 345 3232 days,

now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good

9116

00

9117

Leasing

CAMPUS CLIPS

locations, nice apartments, off

Room with kitchen privileges.

street parking, trash paid. No

SPECI AL EDUCATIO N DEPARTM ENT:Family Fun Festival Meeting

Al l uti lities, DSL, cable TY, wash

pets. 345 7286.

September 14 at 6 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. All volunteers for the

er/dryer. $300. Call 345 5456.

00

asked to attend this volunteer meeting.

and

students. Two bathrooms, wash

THE COUNSELING CENTER: Lifeski lls Woprkshop, Wednesday

kitchen, 2 blocks from EIU. DSL,

er/dryer, low uti lities. 348 0614.

September 15th, 2004 at 7:30pm in the Effingham Room, MLK

Cable TY, washer/dryer, uti I ities

00

Union. "There's no place like home!" presented by Sarah Heise and

room

included. Safe and quiet envi

For Fall 'OS 1,2,and 3 bedrooms

Lisa Trump, Counseling Center. Do you miss the comforts of home? Is

ronment.

for close to campus. 4 locations

your laundry turning funky colors? Come learn how to cope with feel

to choose from. Call 345 6533

ing lonely and missing your home.

$300/month.

345

5456.
9122

00

LOST AND FOUND

Advertise
a classified ad
581 2812

Plain and Simple.

ATTEN TION ALL GRADUAT
lNG SENIORS! If you are inter

We found your si lver bracelet. To

ested in a yearbook of your sen

get it back, ca ll 348 8781 and

ior year, and are not sure how to

describe it.

pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802

ANOUNCEMENTS

Buzzard Hall, and for only $4
we wi ll mail you a copy in the

Beginner guitar lessons instru

Fall when they are published.

ment

Call581 2812 for more informa

provided Charleston

tion.
00

ATTENTION!
People interested
in newswper design
are invited to design tor
the
Daily Eastern News!

BEST BU DDIES: Organizational Meeting, WEDNESDAY, Sept 15th, at
6pm in Lawson Hall Basement. Enhance the lives of people with dis

fHE UAILY EASfERN NEWS
IS LOOKIN~ FOR HARU WORKIN~
WRifERS, UESI~NERS, PHOfO~RAPHERS
ANU COPY EUifORS WHO
ARE WILLING
10&E1
DIRtY.

PERSONALS

00

Saturday September 18th Family Fun Festival at Lake Land College are

House close to campus for 3 to 4

Furnished

9130

9114

9120
Full y

Lease ending 5/31/04. Call 348

Recreation Dept. 345 6897.

9115

1 800 648

0614, leave message.

Four Bears season tickets avail

00

or

Visit the newsroom or ca/1581-2821

abilities through one to one frienships.

llJeNftu !lark
lime•
Crossword
1

ACROSS
Sir, in India

29 West Indian
native

6 Gounod produc- 30 Mar. 17 figure,
from 58-Across
lion
31
Hooch
11 Word with toll or
roll
33 Punch in the
stomach
14
acid
response
15 Cartoonist Kelly
36
Shirts and
and others
blouses
16 Singer on half
37 Beetle Bailey's
the 1984 album
commander
"Milk and
38
__
'acte (interHoney"
mission)
17 Hard-to-please
labor protester? 39 With 4-Down,
modern printing
19 Bird's beak
fluid
20 ¢¢¢
40 Farm fence lealures
21 Unc's wife
23 Busta Rhymes 41 Prefix with -gon
rhymes
42 A paramedic
may look for
27 Like some of
one
the Sahara
44 Employ
28 Flies off the
45 Popular Ford
handle

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0803

47 Skilled in reasoning
49 Eve's downfall
50 Lose at the
bank?
51 Race unit
52 Cheap promotional trip?
58 See 30-Across
59 1973 #1 Rolling
Stones hit

soBench site
61 Long-distance
letters
62 Sailors' stories
63 Like a beach
DOWN
1 Doofus
2 Parisian pal
3 Drunk's utterance

13 _ Smith, first 32 Globe
46 Besides, with
female jockey to
'1rom"
win a major race 34 Holy Roman
emperor, 962-73 47 Actor Alan
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
18 Cross and
48 "The
Parker products 35 Swiss money
6 Because of,
Highwayman•
with •to"
22 Where: Lat.
37 Talk back
poet Alfred
7 Successful
23 Musical breaks 38 Creepy: Var.
50 Bridge builder,
negotiation
e.g.: Abbr.
24 __-Detoo
results
40 Toronto
("Star Wars"
ballplayer
53 Italian article
8 The "E" of
droid)
B.P.O.E.
41 Multicar acci54 Actress
25 Plaything that
dents
Vardalos
9 Way to go: Abbr.
yips?
10 "Steps in Time" 26 Vacation spots 43 www.yahoo.com, 55 "The Wizard of
e.g.
o z• locale: Abbr.
autobiographer
27 Loll
44
Pilgrimage
to
56 Bitter
11 Pretty woman's
-=+:::+.:::+:.:..~
hat?
29 Gear teeth
Mecca
57 Slinky or
boomerang
.:..:..&.::;.,.:.;:..&.:-&..:....~ 12 Singer Bryant
31 Au natural
45 Actress Shire
4 See 39-Across
5 Political protest
of sorts
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HISTORY:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

"T he game in the Untied States has its
own little niche, and that is fine," Graziano
said. "But overseas it is really big doings in
places like England, New Zealand and
Australia.
"Especially in England, rugby is huge considering it is probably the second most popular sport compared to soccer."
After spending time overseas he came back
to his alma mater, Clemson, to help coach
the rugby team which led to his desire to
expand his coaching options.
Five years ago Graziano was content with
his position as an administrator with the
USA Rugby governing body in Colorado
Springs, Colo. But he was enticed by an offer
from then Associate Director of Athletics
Deb Polca of Eastern.
While he had been working beside
olympic caliber athletes in Colorado Springs,
Graziano yearned to become something else
after receiving the interest from Eastern.
The idea to control the first ever collegiate
rugby team, a team that he could possibly
mold into what he hoped rugby could be on
the collegiate level.
"T here was no doubting how excited I was
upon coming to Eastern," Graziano said.
"When I first got here it was especially helpful to work with Deb (Polca) because she
knew what she wanted outlined in the program and that was a tremendous help."
From there the Panthers rugby team initiated their first season and have since put
together an extremely strong program.
Building the program is something that

OPENER:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

as are the Panthers top threats in
the
air.
Sophomores
Jermaine
Mobley and Ryan Voss combined for
121 receiving yards and true freshman Alicus N ozinor added another
32 yards in the air.
Finally, quarterback Andrew H arris
showed he could take control of his
offense and engineer clutch drives. In
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has taken time and most
of Graziano's patience
considering he has been
and will continue to
recruit players who don't
even play rugby in high
school.
"Even though I go to
watch a different sport, I
don' t think I'm really
looking for anything out
of ordinary compared to
what other coaches are
looking at," Graziano
said. "Ask any coach and
they will tell you what
they really want is a topnotch athlete, and no
matter what sport you
focus on you can always
spot a true athlete."
Through recrumng
Graziano has built up a
program where players
learn how to play along
with being a student-athlete. The focus for the
team is still winning, but
learning how to play the
STEPHEN HAASITHEDAILYEASTERNNEWS
game the right way is Senior wing Nikki Ponce runs for one of her school record four tries against the University of Illinois Saturday afteralso preached.
noon at Lakesdie Rugby Field. Eastner won the game 39-5.
"When I first started I
had no idea how to play the game," junior Panther rugby team, Graziano has built a stand that we are pioneering a sport here at
center Stephanie Rasmusen said. "But I team that understands what they are truly Eastern.
"Someday we'll go to Indianapolis and the
came here after playing some softball and accomplishing at this point.
"We know now that this can become collegiate hall of fame and put a few things
volleyball and took to liking this game right
away, and am pleased that I made the deci- something like lacrosse or field hockey of ours that we are saving in, and 15-20 years
sion I did."
because they started small at one point too," down the road really reflect on what we
With players like that surrounding the Graziano said. "We are starting to under- accomplished."

Eastern's final possession of regulation, H arris led the Panther offense
75 yards down the field capping the
drive with a pass to wide open
Jermaine Mobley cutting across the
field and in for the score. H arris completed five passes in five attempts for
52 yards.
So don't frown Eastern. T hat first
loss may have hurt but we finally got
to see what the 2004 Panthers look
like and there was something to
smile about.

Garciaparra out
at least five days
with groin strain
C H ICAGO - Chicago Cubs shortstop Nomar
Garciaparra will miss at least five more days after tests
showed he has a moderate strain of his right groin.
Garciaparra left Saturday's game in the fifth inning after
reinjuring the groin, which had been bothering him for
several days. An MRl on Monday showed there was no tear
away from the bone, but a moderate strain. He'll continue
to get treatment and be reevaluated in five to seven days.
"I want to be out there and I want to play, but I knew I
did something pretty good the other day," Garciaparra said
after Chicago's 7-2 victory over Pittsburgh on Monday
night. "A strain's letting you know you've really got to let
it settle down."
Garciaparra is hitting .298 with four homers and 16
RBis since the Cubs acquired him from Boston on July 31.

CUBS BEAT PIRATES 7-2
C HICAGO -The Chicago Cubs made Frank Brooks'
first major league start one to forget.
Sammy Sosa homered for the first time in more than
two weeks as part of a five-tun first inning, and Derrek Lee
had three RBis in Chicago's 7-2 victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates on Monday night.
"It's tough to have a game plan because you don't know
what you have," Lee said of facing a new pitcher. "It's basically go by feel. We just attacked him."
Moises Alou and Neifi Perez also homered for the Cubs,
who pulled within a half-game of idle San Francisco in the
N L wild-card race.

Clarett pleads guilty to charge
T HE Associ ATED

PRess

Suspended Ohio State tailback Maurice
Clarett, accused of lying on a police
report, avoided a criminal record by pleading guilty Wednesday to a lesser charge
that carries no jail time.
The judge lectured Clarett about his
responsibility to the community.
"I will definitely consider the judge's

advice to me whenever I make decisions
that not only affect me, but also the
kids who look up to me, family, friends
and teammates," Clarett said in a statement.
Clarett, 20, pleaded guilty to failure
to aid a law enforcement officer.
Franklin County Municipal Court Judge
Mark S. Froehlich ordered him to pay
the maximum fine of $100.

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER
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WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Fatigued runners take sixth place overall
Sensational
sophomore stands
strong at Bradley
Invite
8v jOSHUA TORREZ
STAFF WRITER

Last
Saturday,
Eastern
Illinois
University's women's cross country, attended their second invite of the season which
was held by Bradley University at
Detweiller Park in Peoria, Ill., and finished
sixth overall.
"Our main objective was to pack our
seven girls up tight at the beginning of the
race," head coach Geoff Masanet said. "It
was a major strategy, and they did it very
well, but I wanted them to get out more."
Masanet wanted his girls to get out in
front of the pack and block the other competing teams out, unfortunately the six
other teams made it difficult for the
Panthers.
Eastern's opponents consisted of the fourtime
Conference
USA
champions
Marquette University, as well as Illinois
State
University,
Northern
Illinois

"I cannot stress how fatiqued
the girls were on Friday, and
they still performed well."
GEOFF MAsANET, HEAD COACH

University, the University of Northern
Iowa, Bradley University and Indiana
University-Purdue University Indianapolis.
Marquette conquered the invite with five
athletes placing in the top ten out of 118
athletes. Three seconds separated junior
Jodi Jakubek, and freshman Cassie Peller.
Jakubek finished first with a time of 17
minutes and 49 seconds and Peller followed
at 17:52. Junior Susanna Emond finished
fourth with a time of 18:10, and junior
Theresa Emond and freshman Kaidyn
Chambers were tied at 18:25 taking seventh
and eighth.
"I know what we're doing, and I'm not all
that concerned with who we beat or who
beat us. The important thing is that the
girls run strong," Masanet said, "We have
just finished four weeks of hard training. I
cannot stress how fatigued the girls were on
Friday, and they still performed well."
Eastern's top finish of the day came from
sensational sophomore Sarah Selby , who
clocked in at 18:39 and placed eleventh,.

"I wasn't happy with my performance at
Bradley," Selby said, "I should've done better.
"I didn't get out as fast as I should've ,
and I started my kick (at the end) too early."
Freshman Kim Archer placed 29th with a
time of 19:25, and senior Amanda Schutte
placed 43rd with a time of 19:44.
"I compare my times from last year to set
goals for this year," Schutte said. "My goal
for this year is to make the all Ohio Valley
Conference team."
Masanet said sixth place is this event will
help in further races.
"It's important to get your neck out in the
beginning of the race and that was our
problem at Bradley," head coach Masanet
said, "Selby was a former state champion; it
was expected that she would perform as well
as she did, if not better."
As head coach of both women's and men's
cross country, Masanet must plan twice as
fast and hard, but right now he is preparing
his teams for the OVC Championship
which is in six weeks.
"Sarah Selby can and will compete for the
individual tide. There are 10 to 15 women
that are capable of winning conference,"
Masanet said. "I just have to stay organized,
but as long as I do my job of planning
workouts and adjusting, the athletes will be
able to work on their part and everything
will run smoothly."

TEAM
STANDINGS
TWI

IVWLL POINTS

MARQUETTE

20

ILLINOIS STATE

60

NORTHERN ILLINOIS 102
NORTHERN IOWA

109

BRADLEY

121

EASTERN

143

IUPUI

151

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Runners bring home a third place, personal records
DERRICK joHNSON II
STAFF WRITER

Eastern men's cross country finished third
overall with 67 points at the Bradley Open,
held at Bradley University this past Friday. Out
ofseven division I teams only first and secondplace finishers Marquette and Indiana
University/Purdue University at Indianapolis
out ran the Eastern men.
"I think it went great," junior Nathan
Pepper said. "Everyone pretty much set a (personal record) on the team."
Junior Dave Carlson finished second overall
and first for the Panthers with a time of 24
minutes, 46 seconds.
"I set a new (personal record) for myself, so
that was nice," Carlson said. "I improved by
15 seconds."
He was followed by sophomore Erik
Werden, who finished ninth overall with a
time of 25:13 seconds, and Pepper, who fin-

ished 26th overall with a time of 26:00.
Overall the three men had a positive outlook
about their performances.
"I felt pretty good," Werden said. "I
PR' ed(personal record) by 27 seconds."
"I feel as if I'm improving," Pepper said. "I
feel that my fitness is getting better as well."
Head Coach Geoff Masanet's main concern
is the overall team performance rather than
being focused on where each individual places.
"We went in tired and beat up. We weren't
really worried about this past weekend. We
simply tried to do the best that we could,"
Masanet said. '1 just hope everyone races well
and that they all stay close together."
Masanet's runners were happy with their
performance individually and as a team.
'1 think we ran pretty well," Werden said.
"Coach gave us packs to run in. I ran with
Carlson and Pepper."
Amongst Eastern's competition, Brent Des
Roches of Marquette finished first overall with

a time of21 minutes and 41 seconds which is
four seconds off from the course record. He
was followed by teammate David Anderson
who finished fourth overall with a time of 25
minutes and three seconds. Indiana
University/ Purdue University's Brad Wheeler
finished seventh overall with a time of25 minutes and eight seconds and was followed by
teammate Ryan Hopper who was timed at 25
minutes and 20 seconds.
In days to come the Panthers will host their
own Eastern Invitational. Coach Masanet's
intentions are to send the cross country team
into each race well rested. This strategy could
have a more positive affect on the team, who
went into the Bradley Invitational tired from
the heavy workout schedule of past weeks.
"We are really focused on our meet for this
weekend," Masanet said. "The past three
weeks have been really hard so we are hoping
to rest up and go into the EIU Invitational
fully prepared."

TEAM
STANDINGS
TWI

IVERILL POINTS

MARQUEnE

31

IUPUI

53

EASTERN

67

ILLINOIS STATE

107

ILLINOIS CHICAGO

110

BRADLEY

159

NORTHERN ILLINOIS 162

Eastern Illinois University

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the

UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT!!

$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut

Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order

348·1232
SUN-THU 11-9
FRI-SAT 11-10
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MEN'S SOCCER

Penalty kick, defense delivers first loss
ADAM D REMAK

SPORTS REPORTER

Indiana University-Purdue University
at Indianapolis defeated Eastern 2-0
Sunday in Indianapolis. The two teams
were in a scoreless game until the 21st
minute when IUPUI red-shirt freshman
Vangel Nacovski scored on a penalty
kick.
Undefeated through two their first
two games this season, the Eastern
men's soccer team (2- 1) traveled to
IUPUI to face an undefeated Jaguars
team (5-0) this past weekend. Both
teams were ranked in National Soccer
CoachesAssociation of America
regional polls heading into the game.
The Panthers were ninth in the
Midwest region and the IUPUI
Jaguars were ranked 1Oth in the
Great Lakes top 10.
"The penalty shot was really nothing, as a team, we could do about, we
just misplayed defensively right there
and that's how it went," said head
coach Adam H owarth. "Their may
have been a penalty on them
[IUPUI] in the early minutes of the
game but there were no calls. So as a
team you just have to deal with it,
those are just the breaks a team will
get sometimes."
Defensively the Panthers only
allowed the one goal on a penalty
kick in the last few minutes of the
game.
Eastern wasn't able to get any shots
on goal in the entire first half against
a tough IUPUI defense. In the secSTE P HEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEINS
ond half Eastern did have their
opportunities to score but came up Eastern freshman midfielder Jeremy Maubach (left) tries to gain control from freshman forward Ryan McDermand Thursday afternoon during team practice.
short only being able to produce The Panthers lost 2-0 Sunday at Indianapolis, leaving the team with a 2-1 overall record thus far.
three shots on goal.
" For about 25 minutes in the second half
IUPUI added the insurance goal in the sive 'Player of the Week' in goalkeeper Mike year so it was no surprise that he had anothwe really seemed to dominate the game and 83rd minute of the game which seemed to Sims who had five saves out of the seven er great game for us."
Eastern will travel over the weekend to
really had the momentum going our way put the game just out of reach for the shots on goal against him.
until the last few minutes of the game when Panthers.
"Mike had another big game for us and Vanderbilt, which is hosting a tournament.
Eastern had another solid effort from last really made some big saves," H owarth said. The Panthers will play Memphis on Friday
they scored their second goal." H owarth
week's Missouri Valley Conference defen- "H e has been playing outstanding so far this and Northwestern on Sunday.
said.

INVITATIONAL:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 12

" It's like in football, if the ball is in the
same spot every time it's easy to catch,"
Winkeler said.
Likewise, when Crabtree sets it in
the same spot each time it's easy to
hit.
Saturday afternoon, Eastern faced off
against Wyoming in their match of the

day. The Panthers lost the first game, but
fought back with three straight wins for
the match. Gerth tallied 22 kills in the
win over the Cowgirls pulling her within
four kills of the record.
Eastern had a delay in their match
against Wyoming and when they were
done with that game they had only a
50-minute break before their match
with the University of Missouri- Kansas
City.

Attention Pre-Nursing Students

Apply today!

LAKEVIEW
..

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Application Deadline for Spring '05: October 1st

Earn your BSN at EIU!
www.lakeviewcol.edu
Contact Amy at (217)-443-5328
or e-mail at admissions@ lakeviewcol.edu

lewdr Partaar •••J
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"It's like in football, Hthe ball
is in the same spot every time,
it's easy to catch."
BRENDA W INKELER, H EAD COACH

"We only had enough time between
matches to grab something to eat,"

Winkeler said.
Eastern lost 3- 1 against UMKC, but
Gerth was able to break the Eastern
career kills record with her 1,346 career
kill.
" We just ran out of steam. We had
some people who were tired and had sore
shoulders," Winkeler said. " I wasn' t disappointed with the effort."
Eastern is off to a 5-2 start this season,
their best since 2001.

Career Services is kicking off the
Fall On-Campus Interview Program
Your chance to interview without leaving campus!
Pepsi
Me nards
State Farm
Aerotek
FH Paschen
Olive Garden
Hertz
ADM -Accounting
Sherwin Williams

Aldi
Jewei/Osco
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Friduss, Lukee & Schiff
Steak N Shake
Disney World Intern Program

Will be filling interview
schedules at the
Career Network Day
Thursday, 9/16

:==~c;;::a=re=e=r~S;::e=rv~ice=s==~
1301 Human Servrces Center
581-2412

more to be added ..
Check our website
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY

CROSS CoUNTRY HOSTS PANTHER I NVITATIONAL

M

SoCCER @ VANDERBILT TOURNAMENT

5:15 p.m.
6 p.m.

V O LLEYBALL @ B WE D EMON I NVITATIONAL

vs. Western Illinois
VS. DePaul

TuEsDAY, SEPTEMBER 14,2004

TWO-POINT
CONVERSION

Noon
7 p.m.

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

WOMEN'S RUGBY

DAN RENI CK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Looking
beyond
the scores
While many might look at
Eastern's 33-30 loss to Indiana
State as a disappointment, the
Panthers have plenty to be happy
about in their season opener.
First off the Panther defense
looked good, despite the fact that
they did allow 33 points and had a
fourth quarter hiccup. They did,
however, only yield 92 rushing
yards against an experienced
Sycamore backfield. Senior runningback Sidne Monfort, Indiana
State's feature back, was held to
just 63 yards on 19 carries. That's
just 3.3 yards a carry for their goto-guy on the ground.
The defensive line and linebackers did a great job of containing
the Sycamore running game.
Especially if you consider that
Saturday was the first start for each
of the Panther linebackers. Seniors
Jamarr Day and Adam Jack and
sophomore Lucius Pusey definitely
quieted any critics who expected
the Panther linebackers to have a
drop-off after losing one of the
most talented linebacking groups
in Eastern history.
The defensive backs had their
moments too. The Eastern secondary picked off two Sycamore
passes; one by sophomore Ben
Brown and one by junior Chad
Cleveland. The Panthers defensive
backfield also helped break up
nine passes. Cleveland also established himself as a playmaker on
the defensive side and a leader in
the backfield. H is interception
return for a touchdown showed
that the Panthers won't just make
stops on defense but can produce
big plays. Cleveland also had a
hand in Brown's interception.
When he went up for a jump ball
for the receiver he tipped the ball
into the waiting hands of Brown.
Another bright spot for Eastern
was establishing their running
game. Vincent Webb rushed for
104 yards on 26 carries starting off,
what should be , a breakout sophomore season. Ademola Adeniji
did the most with his limited carries on offense. Adeniji rushed for
49 yards on just four carries for the
Panthers, including a 43-yard run
he sprung to the outside and down
to the Sycamore four-yard line.
The Panthers have a formidable
one-two punch that gives them
multiple threats in the backfield.
Plus they're both underclassmen,
SEE

O PEN ER PAGE 9
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Frank Graziano, Eastern head coach of women's rugby, cheers during a play against the University of Illinois Saturday afternoon at Lakeside Rugby Field. the
Panthers beat the lllini 39-5 and improved to a 2-0 record for the season.

Beginning with the basics
BY

AARON SEIDLITZ

DE:Ntra

SPORTS EDITOR

There are not many chances to
start anew anymore in collegiate
athletics, but Eastern has taken on
one of those rare chances with the
women's rugby program.
Now entering his sixth year at
Eastern for women's rugby, head coach
Frank Graziano is beginning to understand exactly where his team stands in

Interactive coverage on the Web
www.thedailyeastemnews.com

the history of collegiate athletics.
"Everything has to start somewhere,
and for me here at Eastern there were
no road maps when we first started the
rugby program," Graziano said.
Graziano's rugby career started as a

player while he was at Clemson
University, where he graduated.
Much like the career of the players
he includes in his program at Eastern,
Graziano had never before been introduced to the game.
But soon after playing for a little
while the game and the draw of it had
sunk in for the future coach, and he
knew that there was a future in the
game for him.
"For me (rugby) started in the mid-

1970s, I don't really remember, that is
going back a ways," Graziano said.
"But at Clemson I lived next to some
people who convinced me to come
out and play the game and I played on
the men's club team for awhile."
Playing on the club team, Graziano
then took interest in the game overseas
where there was a different passion for
it from the fans.
SEE
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VOLLEYBALL

Record kills for Gerth, second place finish overall
BY

DAN RENICK

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Erica Gerth broke the Eastern record
for career kills this weekend. But the
senior hirter was not the only one getting things done for the Panther offense
as they went 2-1 and finished second
this weekend in the Saluki Invitational
in Carbondale.
Eastern's weekend opened against the
host team, Southern Illinois University,
Friday night. The Panthers fell behind
early in the match, losing the first game
30-21. This was Eastern's first match
playing in front of someone~ home
crowd, head coach Brenda Wtnkder
said, and the acoustics of the gym
amplified the cheering causing some
communication troubles for the
Panthers.
'Just like in any other sport, you
need to make audibles. The noise made
it difficult," Wtnkeler said.

Junior middle hirter Megan
Kennedy rallied the Panthers and led
the offensive comeback pounding out
15 kills as Eastern rallied back for the
win in three straight games.
Senior Shana Ruxer and sophomore
Kara Sorenson pitched in with 11
assisted blocks and Ruxer added another three solo blocks, tying an Eastern
single match total block record. Ruxer
also had 14 kills in the match.
"It's good to see the team step up
when teams are blocking (Erica Gerth)
heavi~( Winkeler said.
Eastern's offense has taken a dramatic turn from last season, Wmkeler said,
in going from the bortom of the Ohio
Valley Conference to the top. Wmkeler
attributed the turnarotmd to freshman
setter Maren Crabtree, who has 355 of
the Panthers 398 assists this season.
Crabtree's success in the Panther offense
comes form her acctiraC}S Wtnkder said
SEE
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Mary Welch (above) had 25 kills and 19 digs this weekend at the Saluki
Invitational. The women went 2-1 and finished second in the round-robin style
tournament. The Panthers improved to 5-2 for the year, and they're off to
their best start since 2001.

